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& Commercial

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the New Zealand Consumer Law. You are entitled to 
a replacement or refund for a major failure and compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. 
You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the 
failure does not amount to a major failure.

Features & Benefits 
Concorde is a sustainably manufactured indoor/outdoor 
carpet with needle punched fibres designed to trap soil 
from any direction.  Concorde is durable, UV resistant 
and easy to clean.

Installation
Concorde must be installed by a competent and 
experienced carpet installer and we recommend the 
stick method using outdoor grass adhesive.

Recommended Adhesives
Roberts 6037 Outdoor Grass Adhesive 

Cleaning & Maintenance
Proper maintenance is one of the most important factors 
to ensure good performance of any carpet.  Concorde 
should be vacuumed daily as it will collect up to 90% 
soiling before it is tracked into the interior of the building.

Warranty

Interior Installations: Concorde has a five year 
warranty on wear and performance, stairs excepted, 
conditional on the product being installed and maintained 
according to the manufacturers recommendation.

Exterior Installations: Concorde has a three year 
warranty on wear and performance and against 
breakdown from UV.

CONCORDE UV  |  Indoor / Outdoor Needlepunch Carpet

 

 

 

Range Name Concorde UV
Description Solution Dyed polypropylene fibre carpet 
Pile Content PP-vezel
Total Pile Weight ca.750.00 g/m2

Total Height ca.7.0mm
Width ca.4.00m
Roll Length 30m - 100m
Backing Resin Gel Backing System
Fire Rating Average Critical Radiant Flux 10.0 kW/m2

Fastness to Light ISO 105-B02 >5
UV Resistance Suitable for exterior use. Intense sunlight may cause some

fading
Application Suitable for indoor and outdoor applications, building entrances,

marine environments, any high traffic commercial areas
Traffic Class Heavy Duty (excluding castors)
Dye Batch Variation Colour variation may occur from batch to batch
Pattern & Colours Needlepunch velour available in one colour
Manufacture Concorde is manufactured in Belgium by the Balta Group

Specifications


